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Andersen’s Aggies

‘Bulligerence’
“Believe It”

Game Preview
Texas St., a team very similar to UTSA that Utah St. beat
last week by a substantial margin, is looking to give Utah St.
its first loss at home this year. Chances for that happening
are next to none as what is known as the “Spectrum
magic” has carried over to Romney Stadium. Texas St. has
had great success at the DII level winning championships
and have competed this year as a DI FBS team. But Utah
State’s offense is clicking on all cylinders and the defense is
still ranked higher than high in many categories.
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Stand Strong . Stand Together

Boring? Not Even Close
Sports and athletic events have been known to provide some of the most exciting and thrilling experiences that anyone can experience in
life. Whether it’s witnessing a last second game winner, a championship being won, record breaking performances, or the Cinderella
beating up Goliath, Aggie Football has provided much of that this season with more to come. What separates this football team from being
undefeated is a measly 5 points. Yep, two loses so far, one by two points and another by three. But the seven wins definitely outweigh
everything else and all of the wins have been BIG. What has been known in the recent past, as a boring game because Utah St. was getting
blown out, has now turned into a boring game because we are the ones blowing out the other team so bad. So far this season in the seven
victories this team has posted, so far we have witnessed victories by margins of 7, 12, 22, 22, 31, 31, and even a 34-point blowout. All of
this has provided more Winning Team/Losing Team chants at Romney Stadium than ever before and the students have been able to bowl
during the game, showing our excitement for another bowl-game invitation following this season. We thank the entire student body for the
support and large numbers that we have seen all year long. Even the last one against New Mexico St. was a respectable turnout
considering there was Fall Break and the opportunity to go home and be with family. We ask that you continue to dedicate about 4 hours of
your day to Utah State Football, Coach Andersen and this university as a whole and bringing yourself as well as anyone else you can get to
the final two home games to pack Romney Stadium. What a great time it is to be an Aggie as we are going “bowling” back to back for the
first time in a long time. Directly from Coach A, “I hope the Hurd is in full force this week!!! We need you guys!!! One more thank you to
THE BEST Student section in the country!!! GO AGGIES!!!” Be loud, be proud and be HURD!!!

